Mayotte Island: another important green turtle nesting site in the southwest Indian Ocean
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ABSTRACT: Situated in the north of the Mozambique Channel, Mayotte is the easternmost island of the Comoros Archipelago. From 1998 to 2005, Grande Saziley beach was monitored daily for green turtle Chelonia mydas nesting activity. Track surveys were monitored daily on 5 other adjacent beaches. Although nesting occurs throughout the year, nesting seasonality begins at the end of the wet season and intensifies during the dry season to reach an average nesting peak in June. In order to estimate the number of females nesting in the Saziley site and population trends over the study period, incubation success and number of nests per female and per season were estimated at 0.77 (±0.05 SD) and 3.03 (±0.37) respectively. With an average of 1545 nesting turtles per year (±439), the change in nesting numbers over the study period was so small that the population can be regarded as stable, with an estimated annual mean growth rate of 0.912, confirmation that this population is both stable and in good health. Added support for this argument is demonstrated by the fact that the annual carapace size distribution of nesting females is stable, meaning that the nesting green turtle population of Mayotte is not ageing or rejuvenating. After due consideration of data on other nesting sites in the southwest Indian Ocean, the data from Mayotte emphasizes the fact that the green turtle is not an endangered species in this region. Even if it is still illegally exploited and alterations occur in their different habitats, the green turtle populations of this region seem to have successfully survived all threats during the past century.
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INTRODUCTION

The green turtle Chelonia mydas is found circum-globally in subtropical waters and is a highly migratory, long-lived species with delayed sexual maturity and high adult survival but low hatching survival. The species has had a long history of human exploitation in all oceans, with some stocks now extinct, others in decline (Frazier 1980, Witzell 1994) and some stocks showing significant restoration following dedicated conservation effort (Balazs & Chaloupka 2004). However, in many areas the green turtle is now regarded as an endangered species due to overexploitation of eggs and adults on nesting beaches, by catches in fisheries and alterations in both nesting and feeding habitats (World Conservation Union [IUCN] Red List, Seminoff 2004). The southwestern Indian Ocean (SWIO) remains an important nesting and feeding ground for
green turtles (Hughes 1973, Frazier 1975 1985, Le Gall et al. 1985, Mortimer 1985, Le Gall 1988, Lauret-Stepler et al. 2007) even if, over the past few centuries, overexploitation and habitat destruction have resulted in the decrease and local extinction of a few populations in this region (Frazier 1975, Rakotonirina & Cooke 1994). Sea turtle activities in many of the islands in the region are well monitored, especially on Europa, Tromelin, Grande Glorieuses (Hughes 1974, Le Gall et al. 1985, Lauret-Stepler et al. 2007), Comoros archipelago and Mayotte (Frazier 1985), Iranja island (Bourjea et al. 2006) and Reunion Island (Ciccione & Bourjea, 2006). This region of the world is of significant interest to managers and scientists not just because it harbours large stocks of sea turtles, especially green turtles, but also because molecular evidence suggests a split between the green turtle population from the northern Mozambique Channel, being most closely related to the Indo-Pacific genetic stock and the population from the southern Mozambique Channel most closely related to the Atlantic stock (Bourjea et al. 2007b).

The technique most commonly used to assess population size and trend is to count the number of clutches laid in a season (Schroeder & Murphy 1999), but track counts can also be used as an index of female abundance and change at the nesting sites, assuming that the mean number of tracks per female per season remains relatively constant through time (Seminoff 2004). However, accurate population assessment is more difficult when a population nests on many beaches and all year long. In such cases, labour intensive surveys are required but unfortunately quite often impossible to organize. Three options for population assessments are available; either limiting the counts to a small part of the year, for instance peak nesting periods only, or selecting specific sites to act as index beaches, or both in combination. In the case of key index beaches the biological data and trends are extrapolated to the rest of the island.

Mark-recapture programmes are indispensable for understanding nesting behaviour typical within a region, and are useful for comparing species behaviour on a site by site, region by region or ocean by ocean basis. Mayotte is the easternmost island of the Comoros Archipelago. It is an exceptional rookery for nesting green turtles comprising numerous suitable nesting sites (Frazier 1985) spread along the entire island. Two species of sea turtle are known to nest on this island: hawksbill Eretmochelys imbricata and green turtle, the latter being the most abundant. In addition to global protection laws, the Directorate of Agriculture and Forestry (DAF) in association with the Department Organization of Mayotte (CDM) strengthened the protection of sea turtles in 1994. This was done by developing specific protection and conservation plans for the entire island, with special features for the 2 sites (Saziley and Moya) most frequented by green turtles.

The fundamental goal of our study was to assess green turtle nesting activity at the Saziley rookery and hence, to analyse changes in 2 population health indicators that remain fundamental for conservation measures: the number of nests and carapace length. We describe here the design and implementation of the survey regime which allowed us to estimate these nesting indices.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study site.** Mayotte Island (15° 33’ S, 54° 31’ E) is one of the islands of the Comoros archipelago, situated in the north of the Mozambique Channel, between Madagascar and Mozambique (Fig. 1). This 374 km² island is an Overseas Département of France which, in 2005, had 170 beaches that were suitable for turtle nesting. Some of the beaches are accessible to residents who use the beaches for recreational or ecotourism purposes. Saziley, however, is a protected area where tourism is controlled and turtles are monitored by special staff from the Department of Mayotte. Saziley has 6 discrete beaches with 2239 m of sandy beach suitable for nesting. The largest beach is Grande Saziley; this site can be reached on foot requiring a 1 h walk or a 30 min journey in a motorized boat.

**Data collection.** Since 1 January 1998, 4 teams of 2 nature guards patrolled the beach of Grande Saziley beach every night of the year. For each nesting green turtle found, they (1) made biometric measurements (curved carapace length, CCL), (2) noted aborted digging attempts or successful nests and (3) tagged each turtle with a classic ‘Monel’ metal tag (1005-46 Monel tag 035 MO) or (4) recorded tag numbers of previously inserted tags.

Track surveys on nesting beaches are often used to assess nesting sea turtle populations (Schroeder & Murphy 1999). These utilise the fact that each time a female sea turtle emerges from the water to attempt nesting, called ‘nesting activity’ (Godley et al. 2001), it creates a set of tracks on the sand, one ascending and the other one descending to the sea. By counting all the tracks on the beach, and dividing by 2, it is possible to infer how much nesting activity occurred on a particular beach in any given period. Since 1 January 1998, the team has patrolled each of the 6 beaches at the Saziley site every morning and recorded the number of nesting turtle tracks on the assigned beach to determine nesting activity. Once recorded, the nature guard cancels the tracks to avoid double-counting the next day.
Calculation of nesting indices. The calculation of the following nesting indices is based on the daily mark-recapture monitoring (due to the large number of gaps and inadequate coverage, data from 1994 to 1997 were not used in the calculation of nesting indices).

**Within season renesting interval:** Green turtles often lay more than one clutch of eggs during a nesting season. We assessed nesting intervals using a compilation of all renesting intervals (in number of days) recorded at Grande Saziley.

**Nesting success:** Turtles do not lay eggs during every nesting emergence and can abort nesting efforts at a number of different stages of the nesting process, returning to the sea to re-emerge the next night or on some subsequent night. In this study, we calculated the nesting success \( \hat{r} \) for Grande Saziley as the ratio between the number of activities observed \( (N_{\text{A} \text{obs}}) \) and the number of nests observed \( (N_{\text{N} \text{obs}}) \) in a nesting season:

\[
\hat{r} = \frac{N_{\text{A} \text{obs}}}{N_{\text{N} \text{obs}}} \quad (1)
\]

**Numbers of nestings per female:** We calculated the mean number of nestings per female and per season \( \hat{m} \) as the ratio between \( N_{\text{A} \text{obs}} \) and the total number of individuals identified by a Monel tag and observed on a site \( (N_{\text{I} \text{obs}}) \) within the nesting period:

\[
\hat{m} = \frac{N_{\text{A} \text{obs}}}{N_{\text{I} \text{obs}}} \quad (2)
\]

**Total number of nesting females.** For the 6 nesting beaches surveyed over the period, we estimated the total number of tracks (TNT) with the monthly assessed data. The total number of nesting females (TNF) was then calculated using \( \hat{r} \) and \( \hat{m} \) as follows:

\[
TNF = \frac{TNT \times \hat{r}}{\hat{m}}
\]

**Trend analysis.** We compiled the nest abundance time series for the Saziley site (1 of the 2 major green turtle nesting sites of Mayotte) based on the nesting indices determined with tagging-recapture data. We then estimated the underlying time-specific trend in Mayotte nest abundance over the study period using a smoothing spline ANOVA model (Chaloupka et al. in press) implemented in R 2.2.0 (Ihaka & Gentleman 1996). This non-parametric approach uses the data to determine the smooth trend with 95% Bayesian confidence curves without assuming any specific functional form. We assumed that the fit was reasonably linear, so
an estimate of the linear trend from a linear regression accounted for autocorrelation and weighted variance of the smooth estimate. The advantage of this approach is that it enables robust estimation of the mean growth rate. We used all the data in natural log form.

Lastly, we investigated the expected size distribution of female green turtles nesting each year on Grande Saziley beach using schematic box plot summaries, as long-term size distribution data are available for this site only.

Additional information. We estimated and graphed the average monthly minimum and maximum temperatures and the average monthly rainfall. We obtained historical meteorological data from the Météo France weather station based at Mayotte airport which provided us with data from 1 January 1998 to 1 January 2006.

RESULTS

Monitoring, nesting indices and seasonality

The nature guards have monitored the nesting turtle activity on 6 beaches of Saziley site (Fig. 1) daily since 1998. For Grande Saziley beach, the guards were active on 91% of the days in this period, counted 13 415 tracks corresponding to 5167 nests, tagged and measured 3090 female green turtles and recorded 6025 recaptures (Table 1). For the 5 other beaches (Fig. 1), the guards surveyed > 85% of the total number of days in the period and counted 28 993 tracks. Because the guards surveyed the beaches in the morning, they did not conduct tagging on these 5 beaches and they did not collect data on aborted digging attempts or successful nests.

Using all the data on tracks, we established the temporal distribution of the green turtle tracks for the 8 seasons from January 1998 to December 2005 (Fig. 2). The peak of nesting activity was during the austral winter, in June, with an average of 715 tracks counted over the 6 beaches in this month. It should be noted that 90% of the tracks occurred between 5 February and 28 October and 95% between 11 January and 15 December.

For the within-season renesting interval, we compiled a list of all the renesting intervals recorded at Grande Saziley during the 1998 to 2005 periods (Fig. 3). Three peaks were identified (Fig. 3). The first peak represented an interval of 0 to 7 d (average: 2 d) and clearly comprises females that aborted their first nesting attempt and came back 1 to 7 d later (n = 1451). We noted that 25% of the female green turtles aborted...

Table 1. Chelonia mydas. Summary of the monitoring (from 1998 to 2005) on Grande Saziley beach: number of taggings and recaptures, number of nests and tracks counted and the respective equivalent effort in day monitoring (monitoring effort was the same for both 'No. of nests' and 'No. of tracks'). TNT (total number of tracks) was estimated filling in the missing data by a 10 d extrapolation based on the sampling rate; \( \hat{r} \) (nesting success) and \( \hat{m} \) (number of nestings per female) were estimated with the tagging recapture data and the number of nests recorded per female. TNF (total number of females) was estimated with the calculated nesting indices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tagging</th>
<th>Recapture</th>
<th>No. of nests</th>
<th>No. of tracks</th>
<th>Effort (d)</th>
<th>TNT</th>
<th>( \hat{r} )</th>
<th>( \hat{m} )</th>
<th>TNF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>939</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>1837</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>1781</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>1205</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>617</td>
<td>932</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>2335</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>2723</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>1230</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>1592</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1788</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>1487</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>1527</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>1752</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>1788</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3090</td>
<td>6025</td>
<td>5167</td>
<td>13415</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
their first nest and came back the following day. The second peak centred on 12 to 14 d (n = 3105), meaning that turtles nest again after an interval of 12 to 14 d. The third and least frequently observed peak centred on 25 to 28 d (n = 1009) and represents the third nest of the same turtle during a nesting period. Even if in some cases, renesting occurs more than 150 d after the first emergence, no other category can be clearly identified.

Over the study period, we recorded the nesting activities of 90 turtles over several separate seasons. The interval between 2 nesting seasons was estimated at 3 yr (SD = 1). We also estimated a nesting success \( \hat{r} \) of 0.77 (±0.05 SD) and a number of nests per female per season \( \hat{m} \) of 3.03 (±0.37; Table 1). Based on the estimation of \( \hat{r} \) and \( \hat{m} \), we estimated that an annual average of 483 females (±148, Table 1) nested at Grande Saziley, an 800 m long black sandy beach, suggesting an annual average of 600 turtles per kilometre of beach.

**Long-term nesting trend and trend in size of nesting females**

The distribution of nest abundance over the study period (Fig. 4) shows the annual periodicity of the nesting period identified in Fig. 2. Variations in the estimated nesting peak appear year to year, with the highest peak in 2005 (n = 342 nests in May). In order to establish the trend over this 8 yr period, we implemented a smoothing spline ANOVA model (Chaloupka et al. 2007). The long-term trend in nest abundance was assessed from 1998 to 2005 and appeared to increase over the period. This increase is verified by the estimated mean growth rate \( \hat{\delta} = 0.912 \).

Box plot summaries of the annual size distribution of green turtles nesting over the 8 yr sampling period on Grande Saziley beach are shown in Fig. 5. The overall median for the 8 yr sampling period is shown by the solid horizontal bar, which is 108 cm curved carapace length (CCL). The size distribution for each annual sample fluctuates around the overall median without any obvious long-term trend.

**DISCUSSION**

**Nesting indices**

The tagging-recapture effort over Saziley beach was intense over the study period, with > 91% of the days monitored (Tables 1 & 2); this allowed us to estimate what is generally believed to reflect the biological reality of the different nesting indices.

Green turtles lay several times over a reproductive season, but the average time between consecutive nesting emergences varies from population to population, with a mean global renesting period of 12 d (range: 10 to 17 d; Miller 1997). Our study based on more than 13400 nesting records shows that between-
nesting periodicity in Mayotte falls within the known range for green turtles. Records indicate a period of 12 to 14 d for the second nest. Lesser peaks (Fig. 3) roughly correspond to multiples of 12 to 14 d. Equivalent data were found by Mortimer & Carr (1987) in Ascension Island, and in the Indian Ocean (Le Gall 1988). Furthermore, we believe that the first peak, around 2 d (Fig. 3), indeed all turtles that came back before 8 d, are those returning after an aborted attempt to nest. This agrees with other studies (Balazs 1980, Le Gall 1988). Green turtles are also known to lay as many as 11 clutches in one season (Hendrickson 1958). In our study, although one female emerged 15 times over the nesting season, laying 10 nests in 2001, the average green turtle nests 3 times (\( \bar{n} = 3.03 \pm 0.37 \) SD) in a season. Equivalent results were found in Ascension Island (\( \bar{n} = 3.0 \); Mortimer & Carr 1987), in Tortuguero, Costa Rica (\( \bar{n} = 2.8 \); Carr et al. 1978) and in the Indian Ocean on Tromelin and Europa islands (\( \bar{n} = 3.5 \) and \( \bar{n} = 2.8 \), respectively; Le Gall 1988).

Nesting success on Saziley beach (\( \bar{r} = 0.77 \pm 0.05 \) SD) appears higher than some other nesting sites (\( \bar{r} = 0.66 \pm 0.0095 \) at Europa, Le Gall 1988; \( \bar{r} = 0.56 \pm 0.004 \) at Tromelin, Le Gall 1988; \( \bar{r} = 0.33 \pm 0.08 \) at Ascension Island, Godley et al. 2001). Limpus et al. (2003) showed a very high variability in the nesting success on Raine Island (Australia) and proposed that the nesting success is influenced by various parameters such as nesting density on the beach, and rain. These data illustrate the variability that can occur in nesting success for turtles attempting to nest in coralline sand.

This high variability does not occur at the Saziley nesting site, where nesting success remained the same over the years studied (Table 1). It should be noted that the beaches at this site are composed of a mixture of coralline (white) and volcanic (black) sands, ranging from > 90% of coralline sand at Majicavo 1 to > 90% volcanic sand at Grande Saziley beach (Fig. 1).

We assessed remigration intervals using the data collected on 90 turtles recaptured during this 8 yr study on Grande Saziley beach, Europa and determined that the most frequent remigration interval for the green turtle is 3 yr; this agrees with the most commonly observed multi-annual renesting interval for this species (Le Gall et al. 1985, Miller 1997, Troëng & Chaloupka 2007). The multi-annual recapture rate on Grande Saziley, a beach flanked by several other

---

**Figure 5. Chelonia mydas.** Box and whisker plot summary of the annual CCL (curved carapace length) distribution of green turtles nesting over the 8 yr sampling period on Grande Saziley beach. Thick horizontal line in each box: 50th percentile (median) of carapace size for each annual sample; upper and lower boundaries of each box: 75th and 25th percentiles; top and bottom of the whiskers: 90th and 10th percentiles; points above the 90th percentile: extreme outliers. Horizontal line: overall median (108 cm CCL) for the 8 yr sampling period

---

**Table 2. Chelonia mydas.** Summary of the monitoring (1994 to 2005) on 5 beaches of the Saziley site: number of tracks counted and the equivalent effort in day monitoring. TNT (total number of tracks) was estimated filling in the missing data by a 10 d extrapolation based on the sampling rate. TNF (total number of females) was estimated with the calculated nesting indices on Grande Saziley

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Maoussi No. of tracks</th>
<th>Effort (d)</th>
<th>Majicavo 1 No. of tracks</th>
<th>Effort (d)</th>
<th>Majicavo 2 No. of tracks</th>
<th>Effort (d)</th>
<th>Majicavo 3 No. of tracks</th>
<th>Effort (d)</th>
<th>Majicavo 4 No. of tracks</th>
<th>Effort (d)</th>
<th>TNT</th>
<th>TNF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>821</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>1085</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>3699</td>
<td>945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>713</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>3095</td>
<td>791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>814</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>3027</td>
<td>774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>1048</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>1215</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>1670</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>6403</td>
<td>1636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>3346</td>
<td>855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>783</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>1275</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>5077</td>
<td>1297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>1021</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>3634</td>
<td>929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>1123</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>1510</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>4976</td>
<td>1272</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
beaches, is low (2.4% of the total number of tagged turtles), and these results are similar to those obtained by studies on many other green turtle populations. Le Gall et al. (1985) found a similar rate (3.82%) for a beach on Europa Island in the south of the Mozambique Channel. However, Le Gall et al. (1985) also found a recapture rate of 2.17% for Tromelin Island, which, in contrast to Europa and Mayotte, has only a single beach, meaning that green turtle fidelity to a specific beach is not necessarily dependent on the presence of other beaches adjacent to it.

Total nesting females on 6 beaches at Mayotte

Based on the estimated nesting indices $\hat{r}$ and $\hat{m}$ calculated on Saziley beach and on the daily track monitoring since 1998 on 6 beaches of Mayotte, it was possible to estimate the annual number of green turtle females nesting on these 6 beaches: 1545 (± 439 SD) nesting turtles (calculation based on Tables 1 & 2). Even if the nesting success on Saziley beach ($\hat{r} = 0.77 ± 0.05$) and the number of nests per female ($\hat{m} = 3.03 ± 0.37$) do not vary very much from year to year on Grande Saziley, the estimation of the number of green turtle females nesting on these 6 beaches should be considered as an order of magnitude, not as the field reality. We need to consider that there are numerous parameters that were not taken into account for the calculation, such as site fidelity, tag losses, variability in the remigration intervals and weak synchrony in the remigration behaviour.

The Saziley site is one of the two main nesting sites of Mayotte. The other is the site of Moya (Fig. 1), where the estimated number of nesting turtles seems to be similar to that on Grande Saziley beach, meaning that > 2000 turtles nest on these 2 sites. Even if the other beaches around Mayotte do not have the same level of nesting green turtles, with a total of 170 beaches suitable for nesting sea turtles (BDTopo Mayotte), Mayotte Island represents another very valuable colony of green turtles in the SWIO. In this region, it has been estimated that Europa Island hosts a colony of 3000 to 10 000 females yr$^{-1}$, Tromelin Island hosts 1000 to 3000 (Le Gall et al. 1986), Moheli in the Islamic Republic of the Comores 1000 to 3000 (G. Hughes pers. comm.), Aldabra 6000 to 8000 (Mor timer 1985) and a portion of Grande Glorieuse Island hosts 1480 ± 480 (Lauret-Stepler et al. 2007). Considering the other nesting sites in the Seychelles archipelago (Cosmoledo, Amirantes), Mozambique (Bazaruto, Primeiras and Segundas), all the east coast of Africa and Madagascar and the St Brandon Shoals of Mauritius, it is clear that the SWIO is an extremely important region for nesting green turtles.

**Temporal distribution of nesting effort**

Although nesting occurs throughout the year, nesting seasonality on Mayotte begins at the end of the wet season, intensifies during the dry season, with an average nesting peak in June and ends at the beginning of the new wet season (Figs. 2 & 6). Nesting seasonality patterns on Mayotte are therefore similar to those of the majority of green turtle colonies studied worldwide; many colonies globally have nesting throughout the year with a distinct nesting peak at a specific season (see for example Bjorndal et al. 1999, Chaloupka 2001, Godley et al. 2002).

Within the SWIO, different seasonality patterns were recorded, with nesting peaks occurring during the dry season in the north of the Mozambique Channel (Mayotte; Grande Glorieuse island, Lauret-Stepler et al. 2007; Iranja Island, Bourjea et al. 2006) and during the wet season for the south of the Mozambique Channel (Europa Island; Lauret-Stepler et al. 2007). The SWIO green turtle seasonality pattern seems to be correlated with genetic structuring in the region: there is compelling genetic evidence that green turtles nesting in the rookeries of the south Mozambique Channel (SMC) and those nesting in the north Mozambique Channel (NMC) belong to separate genetic stocks (Bourjea et al. 2007b).

However, the Tromelin rookery off the east coast of Madagascar and part of the NMC stock show a seasonality pattern where peak nesting occurs during the wet season, as for rookeries from SMC stock, meaning that other external factors could be involved (Lauret-
Stepler et al. 2007). Based on data on Australian green turtle rookeries, Limpus et al. (2003) proposed that this variability in timing of the nesting season probably results from the interaction of a number of factors which are thought to include the genetic origin of the population, but also the temperature regime of the rookery and the climate of the feeding grounds providing turtles to the rookery. A large regional analysis of nesting seasons based on sea surface temperature (SST), air temperature, and rainfall variation is clearly needed; these data should, however, be procured not only from island but also from mainland rookeries (i.e. Madagascar, East African coast).

Long-term nesting trend

Changes in nesting numbers over the study period are low, with an estimate mean growth rate of 0.912 (Fig. 4). Sea turtles have been protected in Mayotte since 1994, and the time series analysis confirms that protection of nesting sites does have a positive impact on nesting populations, as has been observed in other studies (Chaloupka & Limpus 2001, Balazs & Chaloupka 2004, Troëng & Rankin 2005). Where committed conservation measures have been introduced, the increase in nesting numbers has been dramatic, for instance on Heron Island, Australia (Chaloupka & Limpus 2001), Hawaii, USA (Balazs & Chaloupka 2004), or Tortuguero, Costa Rica (Troëng & Rankin 2005). This suggests that the population of green turtles in Mayotte before the implementation of conservation measures was not over-exploited. Added support for this argument is that the overall median for each annual sample of CCL was stable over the study period (Fig. 5), meaning that the nesting green turtle population of Mayotte is not ageing or rejuvenating: a sign that this population is both stable and in good health. This argument is only valid if we assume that there is no significant change in the size of first maturity over the study period.

However, as shown in other studies (Le Gall 1988, Hays et al. 1999, Solow et al. 2002), the high inter-annual variability in the number of nests can render the interpretation of trends for the different sites difficult, especially over short-term study periods. Variability in the remigration intervals and weak synchrony in the remigration behaviour of the nesting individuals can account for the inter-annual variability in the number of individuals seen in a colony (Solow et al. 2002). Environmental factors such as cyclones and El Niño Southern Oscillation associated with warmer sea surface temperatures were found to influence the number of individuals migrating to their nesting sites, causing this high inter-annual variability (Limpus & Nicholls 1988, Solow et al. 2002, Ross 2005).

Status of the green turtle in the SWIO

The data collected on Mayotte (Roos et al. 2005, Taquet et al. 2006, present study) showed astonishing abundance of foraging and nesting green turtles, and since monitoring started, data on nesting green turtles from other nesting sites in the SWIO have shown stability or significant increases; Mortimer (1985), Lauret-Stepler et al. (2007) and the present study suggest that this has been achieved through long-term conservation measures. Thus, it appears that the green turtle is not an endangered species in this region.

This means that following the near collapse of large green turtle rookeries in the early twentieth century (e.g. Aldabra and Europa), the now large green turtle population of the SWIO seems capable of supporting the present level of exploitation.

However, sea turtles are still illegally exploited and by-caught in the SWIO, mainly in Madagascar (Rakotirina & Cooke 1994), the Comoros archipelago and the east African coast. The question is: What will happen if exploitation increases or there are dramatic alterations in both nesting and feeding habitats? In the case of Mayotte, with the large increase of tourism on this island (from 21 000 tourists in 1999 to 39 000 in 2005; data from Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques–INSEE, 2007) and demographic growth (130 000 inhabitants in 1997 to 185 000 in 2006; data from INSEE), negative impacts on the coastal environment, and thus on sea turtle nesting and foraging habitat, will inevitably occur. Conservation measures seem to be the only way to regulate those human activities on the coast that could influence the resident and nesting populations of sea turtles. Furthermore, in addition to ensuring the preservation of sea turtles, if these conservation measures are well implemented they can have a positive economic impact on this small island with limited economic resources using this flagship species for the development of ecotourism.

Another point of concern is that, even if the recent results on population monitoring in the main nesting sites of the SWIO are positive, it remains important to increase the monitoring in other smaller nesting sites such as Madagascar (Bourjea et al. 2006) or along the east coast of Africa. This is essential because small rookeries play an important role in the genetic diversity of this species in a zone that has populations from the Atlantic and from the Indo-Pacific Oceans (Bourjea et al. 2007b). More studies need to be carried out on foraging grounds in order to determine where conservation measures are necessary. Turtles nesting on Mayotte seem to feed on the east African coast, mainly Tanzania and Kenya (J. Bourjea pers. comm.) where sea turtles are still threatened by harvesting and
by-catch in small-scale and commercial fisheries (Bourjea et al. 2007a).

In conclusion, we believe that the results of this study on Mayotte confirm the existence of yet another stable to increasing population of green turtles protected in the SWIO which, added to those studies on other formally protected rookeries with stable or growing populations of green turtles nearby, further confirm our conviction that the region represents one of the world’s most valuable green turtle stocks. The data collected through careful monitoring and accurate assessment should be of great value when the IUCN next reviews the global status of this valuable species.
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